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Presentations are communication tools

that can be used as demonstrations,

lectures, speeches, reports, and more.

WHY GEN Z MUSIC TASTE MATTERS

GEN  Z ,  THE  NEWEST  GENERATION  OF  CONSUMERS

Generation Z, born between 1997 and 2007, are starting to become a primary

target for many brands. While Gen Z is very diverse, a commonality between the

demographic revolves around their music consumption habits. From popular

music streaming services connecting Gen Zers to bonding over trending TikTok

songs, Gen Z has developed a deep connection to music. Brands can leverage

Gen Z music consumption habits when marketing to them.
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As of 2019, 40% of Gen Zers aged 18-24 listen

to global artists more frequently than other

age groups

GLOBAL ARTISTS
As of 2019, 50% of Millenials and Gen Z have

playlists filled with sad songs for when they are

feeling down. Fun Fact: Many Billie Eilish songs

can be found in sad or 'bag' playlists on Spotify

'BAG' PLAYLISTS

Tik Tok has heavily influenced trending music. 41% of

Tik Tok users are 16-24. Songs that first got popular on

the platform such as "Roxanne" and "Old Town Road"

topped Spotify charts soon after

TRENDING MUSIC

WHAT IS GEN Z LISTENING TO?

SOURCE: SPOTIFY FOR BRANDS AND OBERLO.COM



OF  BILL IE  E IL ISH 'S  IG

FOLLOWERS  ARE

FEMALE ,  WITH  MOST

FOLLOWERS  BE ING  1 3 -24  

Her music, fashion, and overall image are

associated with embracing one's emotions

and going against societal norms, making

her an icon to many Gen Zers.

70%

SOURCE: CHARTMETRIC 2019

BILLIE EILISH: A GEN Z ICON & ROLE MODEL



WHAT MUSIC CAN TEACH US ABOUT GEN Z

EMBRACE

EMOTIONS

Gen Z finds comfort in

expressing their feelings to

others, especially sadness and

loneliness. This is why bag

playlists are so popular. 

OPEN -MINDED

Gen Z welcomes

inclusiveness. They believe

people can be who they

want/dress how they want,

Gen  Z values diversity. Gen is

open to listening to new

artists regardless of genre and

they explore international

music. 

CHANGE -

MAKERS

Gen Z cares about taking

action. From gun laws to

climate change, Gen Z is a

generation of activists. Gen Z

artists such as AJR and Bazzi

incorporate messages relating

to issues being protested. 



INCORPORAT ING  MUSIC  IN  ADVERT ISEMENTS

Incorporating certain music in an advertisement can be attention grabbing. An ad is

more appealing to sit through when listening to part of a song they like, especially on

social media like TikTok or on a music streamining service. 

PARTNERING  WITH  MUSIC  INFLUENCERS  (PROMOTE

PRODUCTS /SERV ICE )

Finding a music influencer who fits the brand image of your company could help sell

your product. Whether that musician is the face of the product or is just being

sponsored to promote it, Gen Z is likely to pay attention. 

SPONSOR  A  MUSIC  FEST IVAL  OR  CONCERT

Not only does this help get your brand name out there, but you can sponsor a celebrity

to attend the festival and promote your products even further. In the past, Guess had

sponsored several celebrities. The celebrities had to post on Instagram about what

Guess jewlery or clothing they were rocking at the music festival. 

WAYS TO

IMPLEMENT MUSIC

INTO BRANDING

SOURCE: SPROUD SOCIAL



GEN  Z  MUSIC  TASTE  I S  IMPORTANT  TO  KNOW

Music taste can represent a deeper meaning

behind Gen Z characteristics. 

SUMMARY  OF  GEN  Z  MUSIC  TASTE

They have 'bag' playlists, a diverse music taste, and

like what's currently trending whether the song is

trending on TikTok or promoting a powerful

societal message.

THIS  INFORMATION  I S  BENEF IC IAL  TO  BRANDS

Brands can incorporate popular songs in ads,

partner with or sponsor influencers and sponsor

music festivals or concerts (and celebs who

attend).

CONCLUSION


